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Abstract
We consider words, i.e. strings over a finite alphabet together with a similarity relation induced by a compatibility relation
on letters. This notion generalizes that of partial words. The theory of codes on combinatorics on words is revisited by defining
(R, S)-codes for arbitrary similarity relations R and S. We describe an algorithm to test whether or not a finite set of words is
an (R, S)-code. Coding properties of finite sets of words are explored by finding maximal and minimal relations with respect to
relational codes.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Codes are an essential tool in information theory, and the theory of variable length codes is firmly related to
combinatorics on words [2]. The object of the theory is to study factorizations of words into sequences of words taken
from a given set. In the semigroup X+ generated by a code X there do not exist two distinct factorizations over X
for any word. There are several ways to generalize classical codes. For example, we can introduce so called “do not
know” symbols or consider codes in partially commutative semigroups, e.g. see [5,13]. This fits in the category of so
called nonstandard stringology [19].
Our approach is to strengthen the coding property by requiring that two “nearly similar” words, have the same,
or at least “similar”, factorizations. This is attained in this article by introducing similarity relations and relational
codes. The similarity of two words is described here by using compatibility relations on letters. For example, the
words “cube” and “tube” can be considered similar, if we allow a change of letter c to t and vice versa. Generalizing
codes to relational codes enables us to model situations where some of the letters in a message are changed to related
letters, but the message can still be factorized, in other words, decoded in a proper manner. Thus, these codes possess
some error correction capabilities. In an (R, S)-code the similarity relation R illustrates possible changes in a message
and the relation S describes the correctness of a decoded message.
As an example, consider the protein synthesis. Genes coding for proteins are composed of tri-nucleotide units,
called codons, each corresponding to a single amino acid. Triplets of bases (A,C,G,U) in an RNA codon form a
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43 = 64 letter alphabet for coding of amino acids, but there are only 20 standard amino acids involved in this
translation. Hence, some base triplets (letters) are compatible with respect to protein synthesis. For example, both
GAA and GAG correspond to glutamic acid (Glu) whereas UUA, CUA and CUU all code for leucine (Leu). Thus,
the following two codon strings stand for the same amino acid sequence (Glu-Leu-Leu) and therefore they can be
considered to be similar (∼).
GAAUUACUU ∼ GAGCUACUA.
On the other hand, similarity relations can model situations where part of the information is just missing. This is
the concept of partial words introduced by Berstel and Boasson in 1999 [1]. Combinatorics on partial words has been
widely studied in recent years; see [3–10]. Motivation for the research of partial words (and words with similarity
relations in general) comes partly from the study of biological sequences such as DNA, RNA and proteins. For
example, sequence comparison and DNA sequencing are mentioned as applications in [5]. Partial words have also
been considered in DNA computing as good solutions to DNA encodings [17].
In this paper we define (R, S)-codes for arbitrary similarity relations R and S and consider algorithmic questions
on these codes. Especially, we consider a modification of the classical algorithm of Sardinas and Patterson. We also
introduce algorithms to analyze coding properties of relational codes in more detail. Furthermore, we show that the
MAXIMAL RELATION problem is NP-complete. In this problem one is given a finite set X and a similarity relation
S, and one is to determine whether X is an (R, S)-code for some compatibility relation R induced by at least k related
pairs of letters.
We end this section with some notation. Let A be a (finite) alphabet of letters, and A∗ (A+) the set of all finite
(resp. finite nonempty) words over A. The empty word is denoted by ε. The length of a word w, denoted by |w|, is the
total number of occurrences of letters in w. The i th symbol of the word w is denoted by w(i). A word w is a factor of
a word u (resp. a left factor or a prefix, a right factor or a suffix), if there exist words x and y such that u = xwy (resp.
u = wy, u = xw). If w = uv then we denote v = u−1w. For further notations and definitions in combinatorics on
words, see [18].
2. Similarity relation
Let R ⊆ X × X be a relation on a set X . We often write x R y instead of (x, y) ∈ R. The restriction of R on
Y ⊆ X is RY = R ∩ (Y × Y ). The relation R is a compatibility relation if it is both reflexive and symmetrical, i.e. (i)
∀x ∈ X : x R x , and (ii) ∀x, y ∈ X : x R y =⇒ y R x . The identity relation on a set X is defined by
ιX = {(x, x) | x ∈ X}
and the universal relation on X is defined by
ΩX = {(x, y) | x, y ∈ X}.
Subscripts are often omitted when they are clear from the context. Clearly, both ιX and ΩX are compatibility relations
on X .
In this presentation we consider a special kind of relation on words defined in the following way:
Definition 1. Let A be an alphabet. A relation on words over A is called a similarity relation, if its restriction on
letters is a compatibility relation and, for words u = u1 · · · um and v = v1 · · · vn (ui , v j ∈ A), the relation R satisfies
u1 · · · um R v1 · · · vn ⇐⇒ m = n and ui R vi for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,m.
The restriction of R on letters, denoted by RA, is called the generating relation of R. Words u and v satisfying u R v
are said to be similar or, more precisely, R-similar.
Since a similarity relation R is induced by its restriction on letters, it can be presented by listing all pairs {a, b}
(a 6= b) such that (a, b) ∈ RA. We use the notation
R = 〈r1, . . . , rn〉,
where ri = (ai , bi ) ∈ A×A for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, to denote that R is the similarity relation generated by the symmetrical
closure of ιA ∪ {r1, . . . , rn}. For example, let A = {a, b} and set R = 〈(a, b)〉. Then
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RA = {(a, a), (b, b), (a, b), (b, a)}.
Hence, the relation R makes all words with equal length similar to each other. On the other hand, let us consider the
ternary alphabet B = {a, b, c} and set S = 〈(a, b)〉. Then
SB = {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, b), (b, a)}
and, for example, abba S baab but, for instance, words abc and cac are not S-similar.
Clearly, a similarity relation R is a compatibility relation, since the generating relation is reflexive and symmetrical.
Furthermore, R satisfies the following two conditions:
multiplicativity: u R v, u′ R v′ =⇒ uu′ R vv′,
simplifiability: uu′ R vv′, |u| = |v| =⇒ u R v, u′Rv′.
However, a similarity relation does not need to be transitive. From now on the relations on words considered in this
presentation are supposed to be similarity relations induced by some compatibility relation on letters.
Let 2X denote the power set of X , that is, the family of all subsets of X including the empty set ∅ and X itself. For
a similarity relation R on A∗, let the corresponding function R : 2A∗ → 2A∗ be defined by
R(X) = {u ∈ A∗ | ∃ x ∈ X : x R u}. (1)
If X contains only one word w ∈ A∗, we denote R(X) shortly by R(w). The function R is multiplicative in the
following sense.
Proposition 1. Let R be a similarity relation on A∗. Then R(X)R(Y ) = R(XY ) for all X, Y ⊆ A∗. Especially,
R(X)∗ = R(X∗) for all X ⊆ A∗.
Proof. Suppose that w belongs to R(X)R(Y ). Then there exist words u ∈ R(X) and v ∈ R(Y ) such that w = uv.
Hence, by (1), there exist x ∈ X and y ∈ Y such that x R u and y R v. By the multiplicativity of the relation R we
have xy R uv, and thus w ∈ R(XY ).
Conversely, let w belong to R(XY ). Then there exist words x ∈ X and y ∈ Y such that xy Rw. By the definition
of a similarity relation this means that |w| = |x | + |y|. Thus, w can be factored into two parts u and v satisfying
w = uv with |u| = |x | and |v| = |y|. By simplifiability of R, we have x R u and y R v. Hence, w = uv ∈ R(X)R(Y ).
By induction, we see that R(X)n = R(Xn) for all n ≥ 0. Thus, also the second claim follows. 
Example 2. Consider partial words as introduced by Berstel and Boasson in [1]. A partial word of length n over an
alphabet A is a partial function
w : {1, 2, . . . , n} → A.
The domain D(w) of w is the set of positions p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that w(p) is defined. The set H(w) =
{1, 2, . . . , n} \ D(w) is the set of holes of w. To each partial word we may associate a total word w♦ over the
extended alphabet A♦ = A ∪ {♦}. This companion of w is defined by
w♦(p) =
{
w(p) if p ∈ D(w),
♦ if p ∈ H(w).
Thus, the holes are marked with the “do not know” symbol♦. Clearly, partial words are in one-to-one correspondence
with words over A♦.
The compatibility relation of partial words is defined as follows. Let x and y be two partial words of equal length.
The word y contains x if D(x) ⊆ D(y) and x(k) = y(k) for all k in D(x). Two partial words x and y are said to be
compatible if there exists a partial word z such that z contains both x and y. Then we write x ↑ y.
From another viewpoint partial words with compatibility relation ↑ can be seen as words over the alphabet A♦
with the similarity relation
R↑ = 〈{(♦, a) | a ∈ A}〉.
Namely, consider two compatible partial words x and y. Let z be a partial word which contains both x and y. Suppose
that their companions are x♦ = a1 · · · an , y♦ = b1 · · · bn and z♦ = c1 · · · cn . According to the definition of compatible
partial words, we have five possibilities for each position i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}:
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Fig. 1. The Galois type connection of relational codes: an (R2, S1)-code is also an (R1, S1)-code and (R2, S2)-code.
(i) ci = ♦, ai = bi = ♦
(ii) ci 6= ♦, ai = bi = ♦
(iii) ci 6= ♦, ai = ♦, bi = ci
(iv) ci 6= ♦, bi = ♦, ai = ci
(v) ci 6= ♦, ai = bi = ci .
We see that in each case ai R↑ bi , and thus x♦ R↑ y♦. On the other hand, for R↑ -similar words x♦ = a1 · · · an and
y♦ = b1 · · · bn we can always find a word z♦ = c1 · · · cn such that the corresponding partial words x and y are
contained in z and therefore x ↑ y. We simply choose the letter ci in such a way that it corresponds to one of the
cases (i)–(v) above. Thus, partial words are equivalent to words over the alphabet A♦ with a specific relation R↑ and
all results concerning similarity relations can be applied also for the compatibility relation of partial words.
3. Relational codes
In this section we generalize variable length codes using similarity relations and prove some basic properties of
these relational codes.
Definition 2. Let R and S be two similarity relations on the monoid A∗. A subset X ⊆ A∗ is an (R, S)-code if for all
n,m ≥ 1 and x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn ∈ X , we have
x1 · · · xm R y1 · · · yn =⇒ n = m and xi S yi for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m.
The relation R will be called an alteration relation and the relation S will be called a fidelity relation.
The alteration relation can be thought to model errors or differences in a coded message. The fidelity relation can
be thought to describe how well messages can be decoded. If S is the identity relation ι, then an (R, S)-code is called a
strong R-code, or shortly just an R-code. A strong R-code is always a set where the elements are pairwise non-similar,
but the converse is clearly false. An (R, R)-code is called a weak R-code. An (ι, ι)-code is simply called a code. The
definition coincides with the original definition of a variable length code.
Consider the partial ordering of the similarity relations: R1 ⊆ R2 if u R1 v implies u R2 v for all words u and v.
The following proposition manifests Galois type connections of different relational codes. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Proposition 3. (i) Let R1, R2 and S be similarity relations on A∗ with R1 ⊆ R2. If X is an (R2, S)-code, then X is
an (R1, S)-code.
(ii) Let R, S1 and S2 be similarity relations on A∗ and let S1 ⊆ S2. If X is an (R, S1)-code, then X is an (R, S2)-code.
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Proof. For (i), suppose that X is an (R2, S)-code, and let x1, . . . , xm , y1, . . . , yn ∈ X satisfy
x1 · · · xm R1 y1 · · · yn .
Then also x1 · · · xm R2 y1 · · · yn , which implies that n = m and hence, xi S yi for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,m.
For (ii), suppose that X is an (R, S1)-code. Let x1, . . . , xm , y1, . . . , yn ∈ X satisfy
x1 · · · xm R y1 · · · yn .
Then n = m and xi S1 yi for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Because S1 ⊆ S2, this implies that xi S2 yi for all i = 1, 2,
. . . ,m. 
When we consider unions and intersections of similarity relations the previous result implies the following
corollary:
Corollary 4. Let X be an (R1, S1)-code and let R2 and S2 be two similarity relations on A∗. Then X is an
(R1 ∩ R2, S1 ∪ S2)-code.
Proof. Since R1 ∩ R2 ⊆ R1, X is an (R1 ∩ R2, S1)-code by Proposition 3(i). Since S1 ⊆ S1 ∪ S2, X is an
(R1 ∩ R2, S1 ∪ S2)-code by Proposition 3(ii). 
For sets that are both (R, S1)-codes and (R, S2)-codes the coding property can be preserved also when the fidelity
relation is restricted to the intersection of S1 and S2 relations.
Proposition 5. Let X be both an (R, S1)-code and an (R, S2)-code. Then it is also an (R, S1 ∩ S2)-code.
Proof. Let X be an (R, S1)-code and an (R, S2)-code. Assume that the words x1, . . . , xm , y1, . . . , yn ∈ X satisfy
x1 · · · xm R y1 · · · yn . Now n = m and xi S j yi for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,m and for both j = 1 and j = 2. Thus,
xi (S1 ∩ S2) yi for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, and, consequently, X is an (R, S1 ∩ S2)-code. 
Note that X is not necessarily an (R1 ∪ R2, S)-code even when it is both an (R1, S)-code and an (R2, S)-code.
Example 6. Define X = {ab, c}, R1 = 〈(a, c)〉 and R2 = 〈(b, c)〉. Clearly, X is both an (R1, ι)-code and an (R2, ι)-
code. Now choose R = R1 ∪ R2 = 〈(a, c), (b, c)〉. Then we have ab R cc. Thus, X is not an (R1 ∪ R2, ι)-code.
The next theorem shows that the (R, S)-codes are always codes in the usual meaning. If a subset X ⊆ A∗ is an
(R, S)-code for the relations R and S different from the identity relation, it means that the words in X∗ can be uniquely
factored, and, moreover, on X the relations R and S have a special order.
Theorem 7. Every (R, S)-code X is a code such that RX ⊆ SX .
Proof. Suppose that X is an (R, S)-code. Then X must be a code. Indeed, otherwise, there exists a nontrivial relation
x1 · · · xm = y1 · · · yn with x1, . . . , xm , y1, . . . , yn ∈ X , where we may assume that x1 6= y1, and in particular
|x1| 6= |y1|. Since R is reflexive, we have x1 · · · xm R y1 · · · yn . Hence, x1 S y1, because X is an (R, S)-code. This
implies that |x1| = |y1|; a contradiction. The latter claim follows directly from the definition of an (R, S)-code in the
case of n = m = 1. 
Note that the converse of Theorem 7 is not true. As in the previous example, assume that X = {ab, c}. Now X is a
code. Let S = ι and R = 〈(a, c), (b, c)〉. We do have RX ⊆ SX , but X is not an (R, S)-code, since abRcc.
By the previous theorem every (R, S)-code is an (ι, ι)-code, but we may say even more.
Theorem 8. Every (R, S)-code is an (R, R)-code.
Proof. Suppose that X is an (R, S)-code. By Proposition 3(ii), X is an (R,Ω)-code. This simply means that if
x1 · · · xm R y1 · · · yn with xi , y j ∈ X , then m = n and |xi | = |yi | for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Then, by the simplifiability
of the similarity relations, we have xi R yi for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. 
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Theorem 8 gives another proof for Theorem 7. Namely, every (R, S)-code is an (ι, S)-code by Proposition 3(i) and
thus an (ι, ι)-code by the previous theorem.
Note that the roles of the relations R and S are not symmetrical. Indeed, not all (R, S)-codes are (S, S)-codes.
To see this, consider once again X = {ab, c}, and suppose that R = 〈(a, c)〉 and S = 〈(a, c), (b, c)〉. Now X is an
(R, R)-code, but not an (S, S)-code.
Finally, we give a new characterization of relational codes using the previous results.
Theorem 9. A subset X ⊆ A∗ is an (R, S)-code if and only if X is an (R, R)-code such that RX ⊆ SX .
Proof. Suppose first that X is an (R, S)-code. Then it is also an (R, R)-code by Theorem 8 and by the definition
of an (R, S)-code we have RX ⊆ SX . Conversely, let X be an (R, R)-code and RX ⊆ SX . Now consider words
x1, . . . , xm , y1, . . . , yn ∈ X satisfying x1 · · · xm R y1 · · · yn . Since X is an (R, R)-code, we have n = m and xi R yi
for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. By the assumption RX ⊆ SX , we have xi S yi for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. 
4. Algorithm for relational codes
In [21] Sardinas and Patterson gave their famous algorithm for deciding whether a given set X of words is a code
or not. Blanchet-Sadri proved in [5] that the corresponding problem for partial words is decidable. The proof seems
to be quite technical compared to the case of total words. It is based on a domino technique by Head and Weber
introduced in [16]. Here we give a simple algorithm for the more general problem of deciding whether a given set X
is an (R, S)-code or not. The essential part of the algorithm is to solve the problem for (R, R)-codes, i.e. for weak
R-codes. We use a suitable modification of the Sardinas–Patterson theorem.
Theorem 10 (Modified Sardinas–Patterson). Let R be a similarity relation on A∗ and let X ⊆ A+. Set U1 =
R(X)−1X \ {ε}, and define
Un+1 = R(X)−1Un ∪ R(Un)−1X
for n ≥ 1. Let i ≥ 2 satisfy Ui = Ui−t for some t > 0. Then X is a weak R-code if and only if
ε 6∈
i−1⋃
j=1
U j .
The proof of this theorem is modified from the proof for the Sardinas–Patterson theorem in [2]. We need the
following lemma:
Lemma 11. Let X ⊆ A+. For all n ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ k ≤ n, we have ε ∈ Un if and only if there exist u ∈ Uk and integers
i, j ≥ 0 such that
uX i ∩ R(X j ) 6= ∅ and i + j + k = n. (2)
Proof. We prove the statement for all n by descending induction on k. Assume first that k = n. If ε ∈ Un , then the
condition (2) is satisfied with u = ε and i = j = 0. Conversely, if the condition is satisfied, then i = j = 0 and
{u} ∩ {ε} 6= ∅. Thus, u = ε and consequently ε ∈ Un .
Now let n > k ≥ 1 and suppose that the claim holds for n, n − 1, . . . , k + 1. If ε ∈ Un , then by the induction
hypothesis, there exists a word u ∈ Uk+1 and integers i, j ≥ 0 such that uX i ∩ R(X j ) 6= ∅ and i + j + (k + 1) = n.
Thus, there exist words x1, . . . , xi , y1, . . . , y j ∈ X such that
y1 · · · y j R ux1 · · · xi .
Now u ∈ Uk+1, and there are two cases: either there exists y ∈ R(X) such that yu ∈ Uk or there exists v ∈ R(Uk)
such that vu ∈ X . In the first case we have y′ R y for some y′ ∈ X and
y′y1 · · · y j R yux1 · · · xi .
Consequently there exists a word yu ∈ Uk such that yuX i ∩ R(X j+1) 6= ∅ and i + ( j + 1) + k = n. In the second
case there exists v′ ∈ Uk such that v′ R v and by the symmetry of R we have
vux1 · · · xi R v′y1 · · · y j .
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Hence, there exists a word v′ ∈ Uk such that v′X j ∩ R(X i+1) 6= ∅ and j + (i + 1)+ k = n.
Conversely, assume that there are a word u ∈ Uk and integers i, j ≥ 0 such that uX i∩R(X j ) 6= ∅ and i+ j+k = n.
Then
y1 · · · y j R ux1 · · · xi
for some x1, . . . , xi , y1, . . . , y j ∈ X . If j = 0, then i = 0, k = n and u = ε. If j > 0, then we consider two cases:
Case 1: Assume that |u| ≥ |y1|. We write u = y′1v, where y1 R y′1 and v ∈ A∗. Then v ∈ Uk+1 and
y2 · · · y j R vx1 · · · xi . Thus, vX i ∩ R(X j−1) 6= ∅ and i + ( j − 1) + (k + 1) = n. By the induction hypothesis,
ε ∈ Un .
Case 2: Assume that |u| < |y1|. We write y1 = u′v, where u′ R u and v ∈ A+. Then, by the symmetry of R,
v ∈ Uk+1 and x1 · · · xi R vy2 · · · y j . Thus, vX j−1 ∩ R(X i ) 6= ∅ and ( j − 1)+ i + (k + 1) = n. Again ε ∈ Un by the
induction hypothesis. 
Now we are ready to prove the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 10. If X is not a weak R-code, then there exist positive integers m and n and words
x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn ∈ X such that
x1 · · · xm R y1 · · · yn and not x1 R y1
from which it follows that |x1| 6= |y1|. By symmetry we may assume that |x1| > |y1|, i.e. x1 = y′1u for some u ∈ A+
and y′1 R y1. Now u ∈ U1 and uXm−1 ∩ R(Xn−1) 6= ∅. According to Lemma 11 we have ε ∈ Um+n−1.
Conversely, if ε ∈ Un , then choose k = 1 in Lemma 11. Hence, there exist a word u ∈ U1 and integers i, j ≥ 0
such that i + j = n − 1 and uX i ∩ R(X j ) 6= ∅. Since u ∈ U1, we have y = xu for some x ∈ R(X) and y ∈ X .
Furthermore, |x | 6= |y|, since u 6= ε by the definition U1 = R(X)−1X \ {ε}. Since x ∈ R(X), there exists x ′ ∈ X
such that x ′ R x , it follows from xuX i ∩ x R(X j ) 6= ∅ that yX i ∩ R(x ′X j ) 6= ∅, and |x | = |x ′| 6= |y′| implies that
(y, x ′) 6∈ R. This means that X is not a weak R-code. 
Note that there exist only finitely many different sets Un , since all the elements of Un are suffixes of words in
X . Therefore, the lengths of the elements are less than max{|x | | x ∈ X}. Hence, the sequence of sets Ui must be
ultimately periodic, and it can be effectively determined whether a set of words is a relational code or not.
In practice, constructing sets Ui one by one may not be the easiest way of testing relational codes. Hence, we
modify Spehner’s graphs [22] in order to find out the elements in all of the sets Ui simultaneously. Let X be a finite
set of words. The proper suffixes of words in X (including the empty word) and one extra (initial) state I form the set
of vertices of the modified Spehner graph GR(X). In the graph there is an edge from u 6∈ {ε, I } to v if, for some word
x ∈ X , we have
v = R(x)−1u or v = R(u)−1x .
From ε there are no outgoing edges. From the initial state there are only edges to words belonging to U1 =
R(X)−1X \ {ε}. Comparing this construction to Theorem 10 it is easy to prove by induction that there is a path
of length i from the initial state to a vertex v if and only if v belongs to Ui . Hence, the set X is an (R, R)-code if and
only if there is no path from the initial state I to ε. Together with Theorem 9 this gives us the following algorithm for
deciding whether a finite set is an (R, S)-code. We provide here only a sketch.
Algorithm 1. RELATIONALCODETEST(X, R, S)
INPUT: a finite set of words X , an alteration relation R, a fidelity relation S.
1 Construct the graph GR(X).
2 IF there is no path from the initial state I to ε in GR(X)
3 AND RX ⊆ SX THEN return X is an (R, S)-code.
4 ELSE return X is not an (R, S)-code.
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Fig. 2. The modified Spehner graph GR(X) and the sets Ui .
Fig. 3. The modified Spehner graph GR′ (X) and the sets Ui .
We assume that in the algorithm the (infinite) similarity relations are given using a finite representation 〈r1, . . . , rl〉
defined in Section 2. Suppose that both of the input relations R and S have representations consisting of at mostm pairs
of letters. Then the operation of deciding whether two letters are R-similar or S-similar can be done in time O(m).
Denote n =∑x∈X |x |. In the graph GR(X) there are n+2−k vertices, where k is the number of words in X . For each
vertex, we construct the outgoing edges by comparing the vertex word to all words of X . This can be done usingO(n)
letter comparisons. Hence, the construction of GR(X) takesO(n2m) time. Actually the graph can be constructed even
in time O(knm); see [11, p. 277] and [20]. Similarly, finding the paths in line 2 can be done in O(n2) time using the
breath-first search [12, Section 22.2]. Furthermore, in line 3 we compare R-similarity and S-similarity of all pairs in
X × X again in O(n2m) time. Thus, the complexity of RELATIONALCODETEST(X, R, S) is O(n2m). Furthermore,
if we assume that the alphabet is fixed, then the input relations R and S can be considered to have constant size
(m = O(1)). This gives us quadratic time complexity. Hence, we have showed:
Theorem 12. The algorithm RELATIONALCODETEST(X, R, S) tests whether X is an (R, S)-code or not. If the finite
representations of the input relations consist of at most m pairs and n = ∑x∈X |x |, then the time complexity of the
algorithm is O(n2m).
Furthermore, we note that, for regular languages, instead of the above combinatorial iterative algorithm, there is an
automata theoretical (inefficient but effective) way to determine whether a regular set is an (R, S)-code or not. The
problem is reduced to the emptyness problem of regular languages. Indeed, a (regular) set L is an (R, S)-code if and
only if xL∗ ∩ R(yL∗) = ∅ for all x, y ∈ L satisfying (x, y) 6∈ R and RL \ SL = ∅.
Let us now demonstrate Algorithm 1 by considering the following example:
Example 13. Let X = {aac, ab, bb, ca} and R = 〈(a, c)〉. The modified Spehner graph GR(X) and the sets Ui are
given in Fig. 2 where we present only the vertices accessible from the initial state I . Since there is a path from I to ε
in GR(X), RELATIONALCODETEST(X, R, S) returns “X is not an (R, S)-code” for any input relation S.
On the other hand, setting R′ = 〈(a, b)〉 we get Fig. 3. Since there is no path from the initial state I to ε and
trivially R′X ⊆ R′X , the algorithm RELATIONALCODETEST(X, R′, R′) returns “X is an (R′, R′)-code”. However,
RELATIONALCODETEST(X, R′, ι) reveals that X is not an (R′, ι)-code since ab R′ bb, but ab 6= bb.
5. Minimal and maximal relations
Using algorithms based on the idea of the Sardinas–Patterson theorem, we can test whether a set of words is a code,
a pcode, or more generally, an (R, S)-code. Moreover, alteration relations and fidelity relations enable us to analyse
coding properties of relational codes in more detail. For this purpose, define the size sz(R) of a similarity relation R
on A∗ to be the number of pairs in the corresponding compatibility relation of letters, i.e.
sz(R) = |RA|.
We may study the error capacity of a relational code X by measuring possible alteration relations. In this way, we
may ask what is the maximal size of the alteration relation, if the fidelity relation is fixed. On the other hand, we may
investigate the coding precision of X , i.e. how small the fidelity relation can be if the alteration relation is known.
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In order to analyse coding properties of word sets in this respect, we have to find out optimal relations. We define
minimal and maximal relations as follows. Let Smin(X, R) be the set of the relations S such that X is an (R, S)-code,
and for all S′ with S′ ⊂ S, X is not an (R, S′)-code. Similarly, let Smax(X, R) be the set of relations S such that
X is an (R, S)-code, and for all S′ with S ⊂ S′, X is not an (R, S′)-code. Relations belonging to Smin(X, R) (resp.
Smax(X, R)) are called minimal (resp. maximal) S-relations with respect to a set X and a relation R.
Symmetrically, let Rmin(X, S) be the set of the relations R such that X is an (R, S)-code, and for all relations
R′ ⊂ R, X is not an (R′, S)-code. Also, let Rmax(X, S) be the set of the relations R such that X is an (R, S)-code, and
for all relations R ⊂ R′, X is not an (R′, S)-code. Relations belonging to Rmin(X, S) (resp. Rmax(X, S)) are called
minimal (resp. maximal) R-relations with respect to a set X and a relation S.
We make a few easy observations.
Theorem 14. The minimal and maximal relations have the following properties: Let X ⊆ A∗.
(i) X is not a code if and only if, for all similarity relations R and S, we have Smin(X, R) = Smax(X, R) =
Rmin(X, S) = Rmax(X, S) = ∅.
(ii) X is not an (R, R)-code if and only if Smin(X, R) = Smax(X, R) = ∅.
(iii) For all (R, R)-codes X, Smin(X, R) consists of a unique element.
(iv) For all (R, R)-codes, Smax(X, R) = {Ω}.
(v) For all codes, Rmin(X, S) = {ι}.
(vi) If S1 ⊂ S2, then for all R ∈ Rmax(X, S1) there exists R′ ∈ Rmax(X, S2) such that R ⊆ R′.
Proof. (i): By Theorem 7, every (R, S)-code is a code. Thus, for noncodes, there does not exist any maximal and
minimal relations. On the other hand, if X is a code, then at least for R = S = ι, the maximal and minimal relations
are nonempty.
(ii): By Theorem 8, every (R, S)-code is a weak R-code. Hence, if X is not an (R, R)-code, then no maximal
or minimal S-relations with respect to X and R exist. Conversely, if X is an (R, R)-code, then Smin(X, R) and
Smax(X, R) are trivially nonempty.
(iii): Let S be the set of all relations S such that X is an (R, S)-code. By Proposition 5, the unique minimal
S-relation with respect to X and R is the intersection of all S ∈ S.
(iv): Follows directly from Proposition 3(ii).
(v): Follows directly from Proposition 3(i).
(vi): Let S1 ⊂ S2 and let R belong to Rmax(X, S1). By Proposition 3(ii), X is also an (R, S2)-code. Hence, either
R is maximal with respect to S2 or R ⊂ R′ for some maximal R′ with respect to S2. 
Note that there may be several maximal relations belonging to Rmax(X, S), whereas by cases (ii) and (iii) of
Theorem 14, the set Smin(X, R) always consists of a unique relation. For example, in our Example 6 both relations R1
and R2 are maximal. With respect to X these two similarity relations seem to have symmetrical roles and they have
the same number of pairs of letters in the corresponding relation on A. This need not be the case in general. A more
complicated case can be seen later in Example 18.
Next we will present two algorithms for finding minimal and maximal relations.
Algorithm 2. SMIN(X, R)
INPUT: a finite set of words X , a similarity relation R.
1 S← ∅.
2 FOR EACH {x, y} such that (x, y) ∈ RX DO
3 FOR i ← 1 TO |x | DO S← S ∪ {(x(i), y(i))}.
4 return 〈S〉.
The previous algorithm can be applied in finding the minimal S relation with respect to X and R.
Theorem 15. Let X be a finite (R, R)-code. The algorithm SMIN(X, R) gives Smin(X, R). Denote the number of
pairs of letters in the finite representation of R by m and denote n =∑x∈X |x |. Then the complexity of SMIN(X, R)
is O(n2m).
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Proof. Since X is an (R, R)-code, the unique minimal element S′ belonging to Smin(X, R) must be a subset of R.
On the other hand, RX ⊆ S′X by Theorem 9. Thus, we must have RX = S′X . (Note that this does not mean that
S′ = R, since in R there may be pairs of letters which never occur in any R-similar words of X .) Now the algorithm
SMIN(X, R) ensures that, for all x, y ∈ X , the relation x R y implies x S y, i.e. RX ⊆ SX . Furthermore, the relation
S is minimal. Indeed, if we omit any pair (a, b) with a 6= b from S, then for some words x, y ∈ X with x R y, we
would have (x, y) /∈ S.
It takes O(m) time to check whether two letters are R-similar or not. The two FOR-loops require at most O(n2)
comparisons. Hence, the complexity is O(n2m). 
Let us consider an example.
Example 16. Consider the set X = {aba, bba, dbc, adcd, bccd} in the four letter alphabet A = {a, b, c, d}. Let
R = 〈(a, b), (b, c), (c, d), (d, a)〉.
The algorithm SMIN(X, R) compares two R-similar words in X . From the relation aba R bba we get S ←
{(a, b), (b, b), (a, a)} and adcd R bccd gives us S← S ∪ {(a, b), (d, c), (c, c), (d, d)}. Hence, the algorithm returns
〈(a, b), (b, b), (a, a), (d, c), (c, c), (d, d)〉 = 〈(a, b), (d, c)〉.
Since X is an (R, R)-code by Algorithm 1, the output is the minimal S-relation with respect to X and R.
Finding the maximal R-relations Rmax(X, S) is a more complicated task. By Theorem 9 there are two properties
that restrict the maximal R relations. Namely, we must have RX ⊆ SX , but at the same time X must be a weak
R-code. We do not know which one of these conditions is more restrictive. Therefore, in the following algorithm we
systematically run through the relations in a directed graph G(A) defined as follows: The set of vertices V in G(A) is
the set of all similarity relations on A∗. The set of edges is
E = {(R1, R2) | R2 = R1 ∪ {(a, b), (b, a)} for some a 6= b}.
Recall that similarity relations are symmetrical and the size of a similarity relation R satisfies sz(R) = |RA| ≥ |A|.
Algorithm 3. RMAX(A, X, S)
INPUT: a finite alphabet A, a finite set X ⊆ A+, a similarity relation S.
1 Construct a directed graph G = (V, E) by setting
2 V ← the set of similarity relations on A∗.
3 E = {(R1, R2) | R2 = R1 ∪ {(a, b), (b, a)} for some a 6= b}.
4 FOR i = |A| TO |A|2 DO
5 FOR EACH R ∈ V such that sz(R) = i DO
6 IF X is not an (R, S)-code THEN
7 modify V and E by deleting R and all vertices accessible from R.
8 return the set of all the vertices R ∈ V with no edges starting from R.
Theorem 17. Let X ⊆ A+ be finite and let S be a similarity relation. Algorithm RMAX(A, X, S) finds all the
relations R belonging to Rmax(X, S). If the alphabet A is of fixed size, then the algorithm works in polynomial time.
Proof. For each pair of compatibility relations on A, the algorithm decides whether X is an (R, S)-code or not.
This is done using Algorithm 1 or deletion in line 7. Indeed, if X is not an (R, S)-code for a relation R, then X
is not an (R′, S)-code for all the relations R′ with R ⊆ R′ by Proposition 3(i). This justifies the modifications of
the directed graph. The edges describe the increasing order on size of the relations (vertices). Thus, after deleting
all vertices corresponding to non-codes, the remaining vertices with no outgoing edges must correspond to maximal
relations. Let us now suppose that the alphabet A is of fixed size. Then the construction of the graph (V, E) takes
a fixed number of operations. Similarly, running through the graph can be done in a fixed time and the size of the
relations is bounded by a fixed number. Thus, the complexity of our algorithm is just a constant times the complexity
of RELATIONALCODETEST(X, R, S), i.e. O(n2). 
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Fig. 4. The graph G of Example 18.
The following example shows how the algorithm works over a three letter alphabet:
Example 18. Let A = {a, b, c}, X = {ab, bccb, ca} and S = 〈(a, b), (a, c)〉. The directed graph G = (V, E) is
illustrated in Fig. 4. It is clear that X is a code, since it is even a prefix code (no code word is a prefix of another
code word). For all relations R with one generator, the set X is also an (R, S)-code. Indeed, comparing the two
first letters of each of the words in X we notice that at least two generator pairs are needed in order to achieve two
different R-similar words in X+. In the case R = 〈(a, b), (a, c)〉 the algorithm RELATIONALCODETEST(X, R, S)
returns “X is an (R, S)-code”. In the other cases where the generator set consists of two elements we have nontrivial
relations such as bccb R ab.ca and bccb R ca.ab. Thus, Algorithm 1 gives a negative answer and these vertices are
deleted. Consequently, also the vertex Ω is deleted. The deleted vertices are marked with a double circle in Fig. 4.
Hence, in the final step we have two vertices with no outgoing edges, and the algorithm RMAX(A, X, S) returns
Rmax(X, S) = {〈(b, c)〉, 〈(a, b), (a, c)〉}. Note that these two maximal R relations are by no means isomorphic. They
do not even have the same size.
From another viewpoint, i.e. if we allow arbitrary alphabets, the problem of finding maximal R relations is actually
very difficult. Namely, the corresponding decision problem is NP-complete; for more on NP-complete problems
see [14]. Define the number MR(X, S) to be the maximal size of the relations in Rmax(X, S), i.e. MR(X, S) =
max{sz(R) | R ∈ Rmax(X, S)}. We formulate the following problem:
Problem: MAXIMAL RELATION
Instance: A finite alphabet A, a set of words X ⊆ A+,
a similarity relation S on A∗ and a positive integer k
Question: Is MR(X, S) ≥ k?
The problem above is related to the following problem of graphs: Let G = (V, E) be a graph. A set W ⊆ V is a
vertex cover of G if for each edge (u, v) ∈ E at least one of u and v belongs to W . The cover number c(G) of a graph
G is the minimal cardinality of a vertex cover of G.
Problem: VERTEX COVER
Instance: A finite graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer k
Question: Is c(G) ≤ k?
This problem is known to be NP-complete. A proof can be found in [14]. Next we will show how to reduce this
problem to the problem MAXIMAL RELATION.
Theorem 19. The problem MAXIMAL RELATION is NP-complete.
Proof. First we must show that MAXIMAL RELATION ∈ NP. This is clear since, for an alphabet A, a set X ⊆ A+,
a positive integer k, a relation S on A and an arbitrary relation R on A with sz(R) ≥ k, we can verify in polynomial
time whether X is an (R, S)-code. If the answer is positive, then clearly MR(X, S) ≥ k.
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Second, our aim is to prove that the NP-complete problem VERTEX COVER can be polynomially reduced to
the problem MAXIMAL RELATION, i.e. solving the latter problem gives an answer also to the first problem. More
formally, it means that any input x of the problem VERTEX COVER can be turned into an input f (x) of MAXIMAL
RELATION in polynomial time and f (x) is a positive instance of MAXIMAL RELATION if and only if x is a
positive instance of VERTEX COVER.
Next we define the function f which maps a pair (G, k) to a four-tuple (A, X, S, l) in the following way. Assume
that the graph G = (V, E) has vertices V = {v1, . . . , vn} and edges E = {e1, . . . , em}. We may assume that the
graph G has no isolated vertices, i.e. vertices of degree zero, since they are not considered in the VERTEX COVER
problem. For each edge ei = (vi1 , vi2) we define two words ivi1vi2 and iaa. Let X consist of all these words for every
i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. We also choose
S = ι,
A = {1, 2, . . . ,m} ∪ {a} ∪ {v1, . . . , vn},
l = |A|2 − 2k − (m2 − m).
Thus, the alphabet has cardinality m + n + 1. Denote by ‖X‖ the sum of the lengths of all words in X . Clearly
|X | = 2m and since all the words are of length 3 we have ‖X‖ = 6m. Thus, this construction is polynomial.
Now suppose that W is a vertex cover of G and |W | ≤ k. We show that there is a relation R with sz(R) ≥ l such
that X is an (R, ι)-code. First define
T = {(i, j) | i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, i 6= j}
and
U = {(a, v) | v ∈ W } ∪ {(v, a) | v ∈ W }.
Now let us choose
R = 〈ΩA \ {T ∪U }〉.
This relation is of size sz(R) = |A|2 − 2|W | − (m2 − m), which by the assumption |W | ≤ k is greater than or equal
to l. Now consider all possible pairs of words in X × X . If i 6= j , then (ivi1vi2 , jv j1v j2) 6∈ R by the definition of T .
Thus, we have to compare only words starting with the same letter. For each i = 1, 2, . . . ,m there is only one such
pair, namely (ivi1vi2 , iaa). Since W is a vertex cover, at least one of vi1 and vi2 belongs to W . Thus, at least one of
the relations (a, vi1) and (a, vi2) is in U . Since all the words in X are of length 3 and they are R-similar only with
themselves, we conclude that X is an (R, ι)-code with sz(R) ≥ l.
Conversely, suppose that there is a relation R of size sz(R) ≥ l such that X is an (R, ι)-code. Define
W = {v ∈ V | (a, v) 6∈ R}.
Since X is an (R, ι)-code, we know that T∩R = ∅. Otherwise, iaa R jaa for two different i and j in {1, 2, . . . ,m} and
the coding property does not hold. Hence, let us consider words starting with the same letter i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. For each
i , we have a unique pair of words, namely (ivi1vi2 , iaa). Since X is an (R, ι)-code we have to have (iaa, ivi1vi2) /∈ R.
Thus, at least one of the relations (a, vi1) and (a, vi2) is not in R. This implies that at least one of the vertices vi1
and vi2 is in W and W is really a vertex cover of G. The number of letter pairs not belonging to R is less than
or equal to |A|2 − l = 2k + (m2 − m). The letters V do not occur in the m2 − m pairs of T not belonging to R
and therefore, these pairs have no effect on W . Hence, |W | ≤ 2k. Since R is symmetrical, we finally conclude that
|W | ≤ k. 
6. Conclusions
We have considered coding properties of words with similarity relations and introduced an algorithm for deciding
whether a given set of words is an (R, S)-code or not. We have also shown that MAXIMAL RELATION problem
is NP-complete. In future work we will continue to examine the theory of combinatorics on words with similarity
relations. Especially, defect theorems and freeness properties are to be considered; see [15].
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